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Problem

• College-level introductory programming 
courses (CS 1) have many well-known issues: 
• High student stress

• Student dissatisfaction

• Academic dishonesty

• Low grades 

• High drop rates

• Weekly programming assignments form a large part of the student’s 
experience and are a key source of those issues.



Traditional 1-large Programming Assignments

• 1 Programming assignment a week

• Many concepts

• Confusion



Traditional 1-large Programming Assignments Example

• 1) Modify the above program to ask the user to specify a number of tree trunk levels (“Enter trunk height: “), then use a loop to 
draw that many levels. Testing suggestion: If the user specifies 4 tree trunk levels, then the original tree should be drawn.

• (2) Modify the program again to ask the user to specify a number of tree trunk *’s per level ("Enter trunk width: “), then use a loop 
to draw that many *’s per level. You’ll need to use a nested loop in which the inner loop draws the *’s, and the outer loop iterates 
a number of times equal to the number of tree trunk levels.

• (3) Modify the program so that it only accepts odd numbers for the trunk width. Use a loop to continue prompting the user for a 
width until the number is odd.

• (4) Modify the program to ask the user to specify a number of tree leaves levels (“Enter leaves width: “), then use a nested loop to 
draw that many levels. You’ll need two inner loops for drawing the leaves: one for outputting spaces and one for outputting *’s.
The outer loop iterates a number of times equal to the number of tree leaves levels. The top level of the leaves must have at least 
one *. You will have to modify this as well to only accept odd numbers for the number of leaves. Here is an example program 
execution. The user typed inputs have asterisks around them to clearly denote them as user inputs.

• Here is an example program execution when the user attempts to enter an even number for trunk width. A similar pattern should
be followed, when a user attempts to enter an even number for leaves width as well. The user typed inputs have asterisks around 
them to clearly denote them as user inputs.



Our Solution

• Many Small Programs
• 7 small labs per week

• Specific concepts

• 70% threshold

• Allowing collaboration



Many Small Programs - Prompt



Many Small Programs - Solution



Many Small Programs – Test Cases



Methodology

• Study conducted on a CS10 course at UCR during Spring 2017

Control Group

2 in-person sections (~160 students)
One-large program a week

No collaboration
Program assignments: 25%, Midterm: 20% 

Experimental Group

1 online section (~80 students)
Many Small Programs
Collaboration allowed

Program assignments: 15%, Midterm: 30% 



Methodology cont.

• Student Surveys (“Stress Survey”)
• Asked students about their experience

• Survey given during week 8 of the quarter

• Grade Performance
• Averaged grade percentages for Final, Midterm, Reading Activities, Challenge 

Activities, and Programming Activities



Results – Stress Survey

• Experimental group
preferred the class
9% more



Results - Grades



Conclusion

• Students that had MSPs prefer the course 9% more than students 
that had the traditional programming assignments.

• Students that had MSPs outperformed students that had traditional 
programming assignments on the Final and the Midterm, and did 
about the same on the other class categories. 



Future Work

• After 1 year, are we still seeing similar results with student perception and 
grades?

• If we allow collaboration, do students actually collaborate – if so, how much?

• Does having MSPs in CS1 affect student performance in CS2?

• Do students start programming assignments earlier if they are MSP or larger 
assignments?

• Do students perform better if they have all MSPs or mostly MSPs with some large 
assignments?


